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Maersk’s New Plan to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions to zero by 2050
Maersk sets an aim for carbon neutrality by 2050
Denmark's A.P. Moller-Maersk Line announced a "carbon
neutral" strategy that balances carbon emissions and carbon
absorption of vessels, including CO2 (carbon dioxide).
To achieve this goal, Maersk line plans to develop carbonemission-free vessels that are able to operate at zero carbon
emissions while realizing commercial operations of carbonemission-free vessels by 2030. For this purpose, Maersk line
will attempt to accelerate innovation through R&D. Maersk
line also plans to reduce carbon dioxide ultimately up to zero
until 2050.
Maersk Line regards climate change as one of the major
challenges of the global shipping industry. Meanwhile,
Maersk Line analyzed that a significant reduction in carbon
emissions is impossible based on existing fossil fuel-based
technologies such as heavy oil while seaborne traffic continues to increase.
Maersk Line will input R&D investment and experts for
carbon neutrality
Maersk line said its amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions had already been deducted by about 46 percent against
the 2007 level, adding that this record was approximately 9
percent higher than the average reduction level of the industry.
In 2012, the total international shipping companies and their
vessels were responsible for a calculated 796 million tons of
CO2 emissions, accounting for about 2.2 percent of the total
global CO2 emissions that year, according to the data from
International Maritime Organization (IMO).
"The only possible method to achieve the very hoped decarbonization in our maritime industry is by fully transforming
from old fossil fuels to new carbon neutral fuels and supply

chains," Soren Toft, A.P. Moller-Maersk's chief operating
officer, said in his statement.
Toft also explained that the subsequent five years to ten
years would be very important. "We will invest significant
resources for innovation and vessel operation technology to
improve the technical and financial viability of decarbonization solutions," Toft said.
Toft also stated that during the last four years Maersk line
had invested almost $1 billion while more than 50 engineers
had engaged every year in the research and development of
"energy efficiency solutions." In addition, Toft explained, the
business could not move forward alone unless complying with
environmental regulations.
Increased importance of eco-friendly environment
A marine products and engine maker British Rolls Royce
mentioned in August 2018 that it had developed an ecofriendly lithium-ion battery system for vessels that would help
reduce carbon emissions.
However, Maersk's ultra-size cargo vessels, which carry
thousands of containers over thousands of kilometers of wide
ocean will need a totally new technology in order to reduce
enough carbon emissions or eliminate ones emitted from its’
vessels.
Now Maersk line announces its zero carbon emission plan
with its first step being taken next year as "all related parties"
including cargo owners, finance investors, lawmakers and
R&D developers are expected to work against the challenge.
Contact information
Name: Ahn, Young-gyun
E-mail: ahnyg@kmi.re.kr
Tel: +82-51-797-4643

Challenges of Korea’s Marine Cultural Policy
Marine culture provides profound insights for establishing
marine policies and the ocean economy of a nation. A long
history of marine culture influences the ‘awareness of the
ocean’, which is reflected on national marine policies. Leading
countries in the world including the United States, Japan, and
China have put their efforts in making marine policies in a
comprehensive and systematic manner, on which their
awareness of ocean or marine cultures have laid emphasis.
Marine Culture and Korean People
Marine policies deal with not only marine industries and the
ocean economy but also embrace almost every corner of the
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daily life of people such as marine resources, territories,
environment, sciences and technologies, safety, leisure and
tourism, and education, etc. Priorities of issues in marine
policies would depend on each nation’s situation, its own
culture, and awareness of the ocean. Generally, those who
have developed proactive and progressive tendency toward
marine culture and waterfront activities in daily life are
recognized as leading countries in maritime power.
Korean peoples’ awareness of the ocean has appeared to
have changed during the last several hundred years. Korea
once actively participated in maritime exchange during the
Goryeo (Corea) Dynasty, however, Joseon Dynasty, Japanese
colonial era, Korean War, and the tragic situation of the
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divided nation would allow the fear of the sea or thalassophobia to permeate all levels of society. Having been influenced
by Confucianism and political events, physical disconnection
with the sea has also resulted in an emotional distance from it.
As a result, the sea in Korean people’s mind is something
uncomfortable and dangerous. At best, it is a space for
vacation during summer, at worst, for maritime accidents or
North Korean provocations.
Korean Marine Cultural Policy, Current Status
According to the survey of the Korea Maritime Institute in
2017, among 60 experts in cultural policy and/or marine
culture, 75% agreed that ‘marine culture’ in Korea has gone
unnoticed, except by historians and anthropologists. 73.4% of
them agreed that marine cultural policy has been focused on
inheriting traditional culture and unwatched its current use and
utilization. 93.3% said that marine cultural policy should be
more systematically established. For the necessity of marine
cultural policy, they considered that it is a foundation for the
use, conservation, and responses to future challenges related to
the sea.
When comparing to the national cultural policy in general,
75% of them evaluated that marine cultural policy has attained
the level of the 1980s and/or 1990s’ cultural policies, which
fell behind by about 20 years. Currently, national cultural
policy in general pursues cultural opportunities in daily life
and the development of the content industry in the midst of the
4th industrial revolution. However, marine cultural policy

has been up to par establishing facilities, developing cultural
programs, and preserving cultural property.
Future Directions of Marine Cultural Policy of Korea
Marine culture is recognized as something necessary but yet
unfamiliar and somewhat ambiguous. It is mostly due to the
lack of opportunity to encounter it. Even many experts in
cultural policies have said that they have had little chance to
think about marine culture. As the marine space would
become more important in the coming ages, the fear and
emotional discomfort towards the sea also need to be dissolved.
To improve familiarity with the sea, a facility-centered and
provider-centered paradigm should shift its focus on the needs
and demands of people. If marine culture needs to be promoted by policies, it should start from finding what people want
and desire. A hint can be found from how individuals already
enjoy other cultural areas. Finding out fascinating stories of
marine culture and portraying them in mass media can be one
of them. Making waterfront spaces more available can be
another. We can also ask people how they want to use and
enjoy the sea. This should not be neglected in making a
blueprint of marine cultural policy.
Contact information
Name: Yoon, InJoo
E-mail: mouthpiece@kmi.re.kr
Tel: +82-51-797-4724

Promoting Maritime Clusters for Creating a Chain of Added values
At least two locations were designated for maritime clusters
The Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries (MOF) designated
two sites as maritime clusters at the end of 2017, after seeking
optimal locations for clustering, integrating and converging
major maritime and its relevant industries. By utilizing idle
port facilities, the government aims to vitalize the regional
economy and generate jobs, contributing to the reinforcement
of national competitiveness by attracting companies to aging
ports.
Maritime Cluster at Gwangyang port (subject to change)

The designated ports are the Uam Pier of Busan (171,000
㎡) and Jungma General cargo port of Gwangyang (78,000 ㎡)
and Gwangyang container port phase 1, berth No.4 (210,000 ㎡)
Maritime Cluster at Busan port (excluding ODCY)
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The vitalization of maritime clusters contributes to the
generation of added values
MOF forecasted that this plan of revitalizing the maritime
cluster would create 2000 billion won of added value, as well
as 3,800 jobs, while generating 430 billion won of sales. The
maritime clusters include one for Busan port and one for
Gwangyang port. The government selected manufacturing of
marine leisure vessels and advanced parts as core industry
with Gwangyang port acting as a R&D testing bed for ports
and logistics, and under plans to eventially promoting them
into maritime clusters.
Benchmarking the UK and Germany is necessary: Cases
of port clusters for the offshore wind power industry
The port of Bremerhaven has constructed spaces for production, storage, shipment and testing at its hinterland to
promote the offshore wind power industry and enhance its
competitiveness. Approximately 400 companies relevant to
the offshore wind power industry has clustered to the port,
raising the technological capacity of vulnerable supply chain
and strengthening the localization ratio of core technologies.
Since its establishment of maritime clusters in Bremen, the
city has boasted the highest per capita GDRP and significantly
reduced the unemployment rate.
At present, the United Kingdom is the world’s largest producer of wind power. Once used as a fishing port, the Port of
Grimsby has witnessed a significant reduction of catches,
making its economy stagnant. In 2015, however, a large
offshore wind power complex was introduced to the port,
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which has driven its employment and economic growth within
the area. During the construction period of wind power
facilities, about 2000 jobs were created. In addition, the
complex generated 200 full-time positions and hundreds of
part-time jobs. As Siemens started the construction of offshore
wind farms in 2017, it also added 1,000 jobs to the region.
Having changed from a port used for coal shipment to a
fishing port, the port of Grimsby has transformed for offshore
wind power generation. While the port still functions as a
fishing port, it has now found a new growth engine of ecofriendly power generation.
While referring to the foreign cases mentioned above, Korea should review potential measures to utilize idle ports and
change them to serve new roles and generate added value.
Taking these measures from multilateral perspective, the
government should provide policy support. Relevant policy
authorities need to find measures to establish various functions
such as manufacturing, storage, shipment, R&D and testing
into one site at ports through maritime clusters, thus generating added value. In particular, maritime clusters should be
promoted in a way to enhance the technological capacity of
Korean companies as well as to raise the competitiveness of
SMEs. For this purpose, it is necessary to foster an environment favorable to starting a business as private, public and
academic circles should support the R&D of small and
medium sized companies and create an ecosystem for venture
firms.
Contact information
Name: Kim, Jung Hyun
E-mail: jh-kim@kmi.re.kr
Tel: +81-51-797-4666
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Unveiled Hapag-Lloyd’s new midterm strategy, 'Strategy 2023'
Hapag-Lloyd disclosed details of its new mid-term strategy,
‘Strategy 2023’
A Dutch-based container shipping line Hapag-Lloyd has
announced its new mid-term strategy, ‘Strategy 2023’ This
strategy aims to improve customer service capability and
customer satisfaction level, while supporting global growing
cargo owners, and becoming profitable itself.
This new strategy of Hapag-Lloyd focuses on multiple
factors, including key cost initiatives on network optimization,
terminal collaboration around the world, not only further
improvements in procurement but also in container steering.
Hapag-Lloyd will also attempt to focus on a more optimized and systematic revenue management to ensure that the
most profitable and attractive cargo can get on-board.
In summary, Hapag-Lloyd now plans to amend its structures, systems, maritime processes and other operational
processes for providing a higher quality service to its customers.
Customer orientation is a more important key factor
rather than vessel size
Hapag-Lloyd CEO Rolf Habben Jansen explained that
“Vessel size is not the key factor in the competitive game
among container shipping lines anymore, however now is
customer orientation. It is clear that customers recently expect
more reliable supply chain services, thus maritime industry
needs to change and invest more.”
Jansen also mentioned that “At the same time, we should
know that people are reluctant to pay more for creating a
larger size of added value. That is, delivering newly added
value to get the most attractive cargo to customers is at the key
factor of Hapag-Lloyd’s new Strategy 2023.
“To be number one in terms of quality for customers is the
real promise to our customers and a significant differentiator
of Hapag-Lloyd from competitors in global maritime industry.”
Hapag-Lloyd is also planning to make additional investments in digitalisation and automation as part of this new

strategy. Also the company attempts to increase the share of its
online business up to 15% via improved web channel by 2023.
In the aspect of financial scores, Hapag-Lloyd attempts to
make added positive economic value by generating a return on
invested capital (ROIC) which should be higher than the
amount of weighted average cost of capital (WACC) by 2023.
In addition, the company has announced a cost deduction and
management program to save $350m up to max. $400m that
ensures a competitive cost position of Hapag-Lloyd among
other rivals after launching ‘Strategy 2023’.
Hapag-Lloyd will continue to focus on increasing its
service quality by 2023
With a fleet of 222 container vessels and an entire seaborne
transport capacity of 1.6 million TEU, Hapag-Lloyd is one of
the world's leading liner container shipping companies.
Hapag-Lloyd has approximately 12,000 employees and 394
offices in about 130 countries. Hapag-Lloyd has a container
vessel capacity of around 2.6 million TEU and a total of 120
liner services in all over the world, which ensures rapid and
reliable seaborne deliveries among more than 600 ports
Following a period of consolidation among container liners,
the liner maritime industry has changed significantly. HapagLloyd is more than two times higher than it was in 2014 in
terms of vessels capacity. At the same time, further consolidation among container players in the maritime industry becomes less attractive due to decreasing scale benefits.
As a result, the maritime industry including Hapag-Lloyd is
now experiencing a turning point. In addition, Hapag-Lloyd
will ultimately focus on improving the quality itself for its
customers, while pursuing continuous development and
becoming profitable shipping company throughout the year.
Contact information
Name: Ahn, Young-gyun
E-mail: ahnyg@kmi.re.kr
Tel: +82-51-797-4643

Blockchain and its First Application for Korean Seafood Industries
Blockchain: Background and Introduction
After the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act was introduced in October 2008 to rescue the U.S. financial system
from collapse, Satoshi Nakamoto introduced a cryptography
mailing list to Bitcoin, a peer-to-peer electronic cash system.
Bitcoin, first developed by Satoshi Nakamoto whose name

was used by the unknown person or people, is the cryptocurrency based on crypto-graphic proof instead of trust, allowing
any two willing parties to transact directly with each other
without the need for a trusted intermediary.1 In recent years, a
growing attention to this cryptocurrency has turned into
blockchain as the technology used initially to develop Bitcoin,
due to its applicability for a wide range of industrial sectors.

1) Nakamoto, S., 2008. Bitcoin: A peer-to-peer electronic cash system, White paper.
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Main Characteristics of Blockchain
Worldwide Blockchain Spending by Industry, 2018-2022
(million dollars)

Source: IDC’s Worldwide Semiannual Blockchain Spending Guide, 2H172

When Blockchain - a distributed, public transaction ledger is utilized in various industrial sectors, such as education,
insurance, manufacturing, and so forth, the technology is
expected to shape innovation of transactions in digital platforms. Catalini and Gans (2016)3 identified and summerized
the main characteristics of blockchain as reduction of two key
costs: i) the cost of verification; and ii) the cost of networking.
It is said in their paper that the verification cost relates to the
ability to cheaply verify the attributes of a transaction, and the
networking cost to the ability to bootstrap and operate a digital
marketplace without the need for a traditional intermediary.
The paper finally argues that with blockchain, the digital
marketplaces would eventually have increased competition,
lower barriers to entry, lower privacy risk, while allowing
participants to make joint investments in shared infrastructure
without market power exercised by a platform operator. Thus,
the marketplaces would also challenge the existing revenue
models of incumbents, and open opportunities for new
approaches to data ownership and licensing, digital advertising,
incentivizing product adoption, auctions and reputation
systems.

The First Application of Blockchain for Seafood Industries
in South Korea
The Application of Blockchain to a Fish Cake Product
using QR code

Last year, the blockchain technology was first applied to the
seafood industry in South Korea. As a pilot project for the
blockchain application to the supply-chain of fish cakes,
Samsung SDS, an IT services provider of Samsung, worked
with a fish cake manufacturer, Samjin Food, to track production, packaging and delivery of frozen fish cakes using a
blockchain app. When blockchain is used in this way, the
technology enhances transparency and security of the information about the frozen products' supply chain because it
involves distributed ledgers that can be updated in real time
and have difficulty in manipulation. Samsung SDS has
successfully finished this pilot project with Samjin Food,
ensuring that the application of blockchain to fish cake
products would make the delivery process more transparent
for consumers wary of food safety. Each package of frozen
fish cakes will come with a QR code, and scanning it on the
Samsung app will bring up the entire route from production to
consumption.45 However, it has not been identified so far how
this blockchain application would affect the verification and
networking costs in the real world, as argued by Catalini and
Gans. This economic question of blockchain needs to be
considered before the technology extends to a variety of
industrial sectors.
Contact information
Name: Go, Dong-Hun
E-mail: donghun.go@kmi.re.kr
Tel: +81-51-797-4546

2) https://image.samsungsds.com/us/en/insights/res/__icsFiles/afieldfile/2018/08/31/2018.08.31._Blockchain_AnalystReport_IDCSpotlight
forNexledger.pdf?queryString=20180831111412 (retrieved on 12/13/2018)
3) Catalini, C. and Gans, J.S., 2016. Some simple economics of the blockchain (No. w22952). National Bureau of Economic Research.
4) http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/news/article/article.aspx?aid=3045369 (retrieved on 12/14/2018)
5)https://www.crypto-economy.net/en/cello-samsungs-logistics-software-based-on-blockchain/ (retrieved on 12/15/2018)
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The Government’s Support of Maritime Transportation Cost for Daily Fuel on Islands
Part of the government’s effort to improve settlement
conditions of islands
Having included ‘To defend the territorial waters and to
improve maritime safety’ as one of 100 national tasks, the
Moon Jae-in administration of South Korea has made policy
endeavors to enhance the conditions of settlements on island
regions. Existing policies have concentrated on support to
islanders’ fares and costs to passenger ships. However, the
government has announced that it will begin supporting the
maritime logistics cost of daily supplies for islanders. This
policy is expected to further improve the settlement conditions
of islanders.
Measures to support maritime transportation costs of
daily fuel for island communities
Looking at some of the revisions of the Shipping Act that
passed the plenary session of the National Assembly on
November 23rd, the government stipulates that it will support
part of the maritime transportation costs for islanders. This
support will be given to coastal shipping businesses for
delivering oil, gas, coal briquettes and wooden pellets. This
revision is interpreted as a measure to improve the current
reality in which islanders have to pay additional costs for
household fuels than those living on the land in the form of
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maritime logistics costs. The support of transportation costs
for daily necessities such as fuel, either by the government or
local governments, will improve living conditions for islanders as well as public interest.
Effective utilization of the territory requires a continuous
implementation of supporting measures for coastal shipping
Connected with sea routes, islands and coastal areas are an
invaluable part of Korean territory. Unlike land transportation,
maritime transportation requires additional tasks such as
loading and unloading of cargoes, shipping transportation,
laying down various degrees of burden to relevant stakeholders. On top of being an environmentally-friendly mode of
transportation, maritime transportation is an essential national
transport infrastructure as maritime transportation allows
utilization of national territory, otherwise being deserted.
Therefore, the government should develop various policies
and actively implement them in order to revitalize coastal
shipping and accelerate the effective utilization of national
territories.
Contact Information
Name: Ko, Byoung-Wook
E-mail: valiance@kmi.re.kr
Tel: +82-51-797-4632
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A Study on the Improvement of Safety Management System for Dangerous Goods in
Korean Ports
1. Purpose

-The

○ The purpose of this study is to analyze the problems of
Korea’s safety management system for dangerous goods,
presenting improvement measures. Therefore, it aims to
enhance the safety management system for dangerous
goods, advancing the overall management of dangerous
goods in domestic ports.

study intends to draw improvement measures for
managing the safety accidents with regards to law·
institution, policy, and technology which are covering
the organizations, facilities, manpower and systems of
existing dangerous goods in ports. Through this effort, it
contributes to enhancing the safety of handling dangerous goods in domestic ports, establishing a sustainable
port safety operation system.

2. Methodologies and features
1) Methodologies
<Table 1> Features of this study’s methodologies
Features

Basic analysis

Survey

Analysis of
statistical data

Major contents

Data collection

Reasons for selection

- Collect policy materials on the management of
dangerous goods in domestic ports
- Collect and summarize overseas data such as
Japan and IMO

- Related literature review
- Domestic and foreign case
studies

- Need to collect basic research materials due to the
lack of related domestic research

- Survey on the problems and current status of
safety management for dangerous goods
- Survey on the risk level to assess the risk of
dangerous goods in ports

- In-depth interview and
hold meetings with experts
- Meeting with safety
managers of dangerous
goods in ports

- Examine the current status of managing
dangerous goods with experts and workers on the
field

- Conduct hierarchy analysis for deriving safety
management measures for dangerous goods
- Conduct Monte Carlo analysis for reducing the
risk level through the risk assessment of dangerous goods in ports

- Survey to experts
- Survey to safety managers
of dangerous goods in
ports

- Address the limitations of existing research by
focusing on drawing safety management
measures for dangerous goods in ports and
deriving policy implications for reducing the risk
level

2) Features

3. Results

○ A comprehensive research considering legal, institutional,
policy and technological perspectives is conducted to analyze the interconnectedness of each sector and to establish
improvement measures. Based on this, the study provides
policy implications to improve the safety of dangerous
goods in ports.
- The analysis is carried out to examine the priority of
system application, the cost in the case of dangerous
goods related accidents and the severity and risk level to
derive the importance between individual factors. The
study establishes an integrated roadmap in accordance
with the priority, building a comprehensive implementation system to improve the safety of ports.

1) Summary
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○ With special characteristics of ports in mind, a special law
should be legislated for the comprehensive management of
dangerous goods in ports.
- The laws and management organizations related to ports’
dangerous goods are different in terms of the classification, handling, storage and management of cargoes.
- However, a comprehensive management is required for
dangerous goods in ports that are classified, handled,
stored and managed, considering special characteristics
of ports.
- A comprehensive management of dangerous goods in
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ports would improve the system and safety which are
able to keep up with the international standards. Therefore, the legislation of a special law related to dangerous
goods in ports and relevant management organization are
essential.
○ It is necessary to establish a new organization for safety
management to legislate a special law to raise the safety of
ports.
- The organization should be interconnected and operated
under the structure of local government ↔ the central
government ↔ relevant institutions. Such structure
would continuously implement policies for improving
the safety management of dangerous goods in ports.
- Organizations and committees should be accompanied
to support relevant activities for implementing safety
management policies
○ An integrated roadmap for the safe management of ports’
dangerous goods should be established to raise the safety of
dangerous goods in ports.
- The study derives the policy improvement measures including the establishment of fire proof centers at nearby
ports, strengthening the qualifications of managers in
charge of dangerous goods, job training to safety managers and enhancing the training.
- Legal and institutional improvement measures include the
standardization of transport·storage regulations, restructuring law and systems regarding loading and unloading safety and firefighting equipment. And the des
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ignation of principal agent for managing dangerous
goods and the legislation of a special law are also included.
- Technological improvement measures consist of the establishment of an integrated management system of dangerous goods, the preparation of risk assessment system
as well as the development of stacking system for them.

2) Policy contribution
○ Derive improvement measures from policy, legal·
institutional, technological perspectives for the safe management of dangerous goods in ports
○ Present an integrated roadmap for implementing the
improvement measures by suggesting specific actions plans
3) Expected benefits
○ Derive improvement measures for the safe management of
dangerous goods in ports hence prevent accidents and reduce
the risk level caused by dangerous goods. Through this effort,
create an environment in which ports’ productivity is improved and added values are sustainably generated
○ Use the study as a base material with regards to the management of dangerous goods in ports in the future
○ Utilize it as a policy base for establishing a roadmap for the
safety management of dangerous goods in ports
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 Consignment project on the development of port hinterland
complex
 Evaluation system and the analysis of economic impact
form the consignment study for the 3rd Coastal Maintenance Basic Plan
 A study on measures to foster SMART ports
 A study on strategy for building a high-productivity
automation container terminal
 A study on systematic improvement for coastal passenger
transportation such as strengthening the public interest
 A study for the establishment of a basic plan for maintaining the functions of shipping and ports in preparation for
emergency
 A Project for establishing the foundation of statistics
generation on maritime and fisheries industry in 2018
 A Study for the establishment of a basic plan for creating
surfing spots at Malripo and safety training center as well
as its feasibility study
 A Survey of actual conditions of beaches for 2018
 A study on measures for vitalizing marine tourism through
expanding its base
 A Study on effective management of private investment
projects at ports
 The establishment of Vietnam’s Port Basic Plan and a
feasibility study for the development of major ports
 A study on the measures to accelerate the cooperation
between ports in Northeast Asia
 A study on the development of response strategies for
WTO negotiation on fisheries subsidy
 A Study on the establishment of maritime and fisheries
development plan in Jeollabuk-do
 International cooperation and institutional framework for
the promotion of Arctic policy in 2018
 A study on the establishment of measures for design review
on large-scale projects and utilization of new technologies
and project performance assessment for safety check
 Survey on operation status of port hinterland complex and
study on measures to improve its competitiveness
 A study on the introduction of total pollution loads management in Ulsan coastal and Gwangyang Bay special
management waters of 2018
 A study on the implementation of total pollution loads
management in Masan Bay special management waters of
2018
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 A study on Improvement measures on pricing system of
charging exclusive use on public waters
 A Study on the result analysis of nurturing professional
workforce in shipping, ports and logistics and its improvement measures
 Risk communication projects of 2018
 The development of next generation fishing vessels
customized to Korea and its demonstration (2nd year of
2018)
 The operation of international logistics investment analysis
center in 2018
 Act as deputy for evaluating certification system of
excellent logistics companies in 2018
 A Project for promoting a producers’ organization for
fisheries by fishing boats in 2018
 A Project for training fishery experts in 2018
 Maintenance and management of sharing system for global
logistics information in 2018
 A Survey of national transportation of 2018
 The second status survey on uninhabited islands (1st year)
 Development of international standards for risk management technology of autonomous ships
 A study for the establishment of the 2nd Basic Plan of
Marina Ports and reviewing its feasibility (the 1st round)
 A Study on impact analysis of opening the market for
Korea-China Car ferry routes and its policy measures
 Korea-China-Japan transportation and logistics cooperation
measures (8th)
 A feasibility study for regular reflection of the Basic Plan of
Public Waters Reclamation
 A study on measures for attracting and expanding cruise
tourists
 A master plan for establishing the National Maritime
Museum (tentative) and its feasibility study
 A case study for quality management for the commercialization of high value-added mackerel
 A study on designation, preservation and management of
protected marine life in 2018
 A Study for the establishment of a comprehensive system
for monitoring the supply and demand of fishery products
 Yeosu International Academy project in 2018
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KMI NEWS & EVENTS
Major Activities Conducted in December 2018

Major Activities Planned in January 2018

1. Arctic Partnership Week 2018

1. 2019 Maritime & Fisheries Outlook Conference

○ Time: Dec 10 (Mon) ~14 (Fri)
○ Place: BEXCO, Busan
○ Contents: Cooperation & Innovation for Arctic Future
○ Hosted by: MOF, MOFA
○ Organized by: KMI, Korea Polar Research Institute (KOPRI)
○ Participant: Minister Kim Young-choon of Oceans and
Fisheries, Foreign Minister Kang Kyung-wha, President
Yang Chang-ho of KMI, President Yoon Ho-il of KOPRI,
President Park Yong-mok of the National Institute of Ecology (NIE), President Ban Suk-ho of the Korea Research
Institute of Ships and Oceans Engineering (KRISO), President Bu Gu-wuck of Youngsan University, Director Kang
Duck-soo of the HUFS Institute of Russian Studies (IRS),
Ambassador Thomas Lehmann of Denmark to the Republic
of Korea, and Ambassador Frode Solberg of the Kingdom
of Norway to Korea and others

2. 2018 International Seminar on the Cooperation and Development for the Cruise
Industry in Northeast Asia
○ Time: Dec 13 (Thu) 10:00~18:00
○ Place: Busan Port International Passenger Terminal,
Convention center
○ Contents: Seeking cooperation measures for the development of the cruise industry in Northeast Asia
○ Hosted by: KMI, Korea Culture & Tourism Institute, Busan
Port Authority, Busan Tourism Organization, Busan Economic Promotion Agency
○ Participants: About 80 key personnel in academy, industry,
research and politics including President Yang Chang-ho of
KMI and Director General Hwang, Jin-Hoi of KMI’s marine policy research division and others

3. KMI-KIOST-Shandong Academy of Social
Sciences Joint Seminar
○ Time: Dec 13 (Thu) 13:00-18:00
○ Place: Busan (TBD)
○ Contents: Maritime boundary delimitation in East Asia
○ Hosted and organized by: KMI, KIOST, Shandong Academy of Social Sciences (SASS)
○ Participants: About 50 guests including researchers from
SASS, senior researcher Lee Chang-youl and Director Yang
Hee-chul of Ocean Policy Institute at KIOST and Head
Hyun Dae-song of KMI’s Dokdo and the Law of the Sea
Research Center and others
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○ Time: Jan 10 (Thu)
○ Place: COEX conference room, Seoul (no. 401, 402, 307,
308)
○ Contents: Prospects and tasks of the maritime and fisheries
industry in 2019
○ Hosted by: Korea Maritime Institute (KMI)
○ Participants: Vice Minister Kim Yang-soo of the MOF, Yoon
Jun-ho, a member of the Agriculture, Food, Rural Affairs,
Oceans, and Fisheries Committee, Chairman Seong
Kyoung-ryung of the National Research Council for Economics, Humanities and Social Sciences, Chairman Kim
Im-gun of The Korean Federation of Fisheries Industries
Associations, President Yang Chang-ho of KMI, Chairman
Kim Sung-jin of the Forum for Next Logistics Technology,
President Cho Seung-hwan of KIMST and Assistant Director General Arni Mathiesen of FAO and others.

2. The 20th KMI Policy Seminar
○ Time: Jan. 21 (Mon)
○ Place: Dalgabi (Conference house), Seoul
○ Contents: Major activities of the UN Commission on the
Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS)
○ Hosted by: KMI
○ Participants: Park Yong-ahn (Chairman of CLCS), researchers from the Marine Territory division of MOF, the Territory
and Oceans division of MOFA, KIGAM and KIOST,
Hyun Dae-song, Head of Dokdo and the Law of the Sea
Research Centre and other KMI researchers.

3. KMI-KIMS-CIMA International Seminar
○ Time: Jan 24(Thu) ~ 25 (Fri)
○ Place: Shanghai, China
○ Contents: Maritime security and maritime cooperation
between South Korea and China
○ Hosted by: KMI, KIMS, CIMA
○ Participants: Vice president Joung Myung-saeng of KMI,
Hyun Dae-song, Head of Dokdo and the Law of the Sea
Research Centre, researchers from KIMS and CIMA etc.
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